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MINIATURE FIGURINES LTD.
5 NORTHAM ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON, S02 ONZ — TELE 20855

The Metal Model Soldier Manufacturers run by Wargamers for Wargamers offer the
tTZ Sw?nite* .«oWH^E cover,n* the periods between ANCIENT EGYPTto the BRITISH COLONIAL 1880s inclusiv

With the effect from 1st May 1971, we withdrew all HO/OO figures and
therefore apologise to all our customers for any inconvenience this may give
with your present Wargaming setup. This step has been taken because the "S"
Range 25mm figures are now so popular it is impractical carrying two sixes of
figures very close in scale, but with the 25mm detail we have no alternative
other than discontinuing the HO/00 listings.

The March 1971 Catalogue is available at l8p and this shows the figures
now available in the 25mm range. However Dick and his Apprentice have again
done the "dirty" on me so a number of new figures are available and not
referenced in the listings. Again my memory was not one hundred per cent when
we typed up the proof so hereunder is the current list of NEW and FORGOTTEN
Napoleonic

B.N. 5^S British Waterloo Foot Guards Grenadier Advancing.
F.N. 6S French Line Chasseur Officer Advancing.
F.N. 52S French Old Guard Drummer.
F.N. 53s French Elite Light Infantry Officer.
F.N. 5^S French Carabineer Advancing.
F.N. 56S French Battalion Company Infantryman Advancing.
ANCIENT

Elephant IS is priced 75p and includes Howdah and Mahout.

ENGLISH CIVIL WAR

E.C.W.A. IS Saker Field piece 3 22fp.
B.C.W.A. 2S Galloper Gun with horse *•> 22Jp.
FORTHCOMING RELEASES

A.C.tf.A. 2S American Civil War Parrot Gun.
A.C.W.A. 3S American Civil War Gatling Gun.
A.A.C. kS Assyrian War Chariot.
H.C.H. *iS Heavy Cavalry Horse (Going hell for leather).
B.N.C. 1SO British Hussar Officer.
B.N.C. 2SO Royal Scots Grey Officer.
B.N.C. 3SO British Heavy Dragoon Officer.
B.N.C. kSO British Light Dragoon Officer.
B.N.C. 630 British Household Cavalry Officer.
F.N.C. 1S0 French Chasseur a Cheval Officer.
F.N.C. 2S0 Grenadier a Cheval of the Guard Officer.
F.N.C. 330 Cuirassier Officer.
F.N.C. 7S0 French Line Dragoon Officer.
F.N.C. 8S0 Polish Guard Lancer Officer.
F.IJ.C. 9S0 French Line Light Horse Lancer Officer.
F.N.C. 12S0 French Line Hussar Officer.

F.N.C. 13SO Chasseur a Cheval of the Guard Officer.
F.N.C. 14S0 French Carabineer Officer.
R. 11S Janissary Officer.
R. 12S Armoured Lansknecht Officer.

The Design Department are currently working on new Colonial Figures (I
think) but a lot of new figures have been planned for your future enjoyment
and will include Cavalry Trumpters, Standard Bearers, more Ancient Infantry
and Cavalry (you guessed right - Phil and Sue Barker came down for a day),
and lots of other goodies.

Commercial Director—NEVILLE DICKINSON Design Director—RICHARD HIGGS
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EDITORIAL

Not having had a griping Editorial for some
time, this month I am concerned with some of the
minor irritations that make life difficulti

The first two moans can soon be remedied if the

people concerned give a little thought to their
actions. Daily I receive two or three letters ask
ing for information (much of it will take hours to
research) without the courtesy of a stamped addressed
envelope. And to add to the burden, some of the
writers are not even subscribers to the Newsletter.

Postage is too expensive these days for me to answer
such letters even if I had the time to cope with some of the voluminous enquiries.
Next, I wish that those impatient people who cannot resist the urge to pick up a
telephone, (sometimes as late as eleven o'clock at night) and ring me up to ask where
they can buy figures for the Carlist Sevolt or what colour were the breeches of the
Tyrolean Light Horse in 1813? These invasions of privacy often occur during a tele
vision programme or a football match but at any time they are an imposition.

Arnold J. Hendrick is an American whose chief contribution to the hobby of war-
gaming seems to revolve around making up a commercial naval war.'jame out of Fletcher-
Pratt's rules and coming out in print with dogmatic personal opinions. In a recent
issue of Armchair General he attacked wargames rules by myself and Mike Arnowitz,
stating among other things that they were historically worthless. in the last issue
of the same magazine, he again refers to the subject saying: ".jell I'm all in favour
of honesty, forthrightness, etc., etc., I'm afraid the English don't see it quite the
same way so I am expecting momentarily a bomb in the mail from Don." Fletcher-Pratt
is dead so he cannot object to his rules being pinched and whilst Hendrick was doing
this Kike Arnowitz was getting himself killed fighting for America in Vietnam - but I
am still alive and kicking! Hendrick falls into the same pit as many other of the
"intense realism" brigade by assuming that wargaming has to make some great contribu
tion to the history of the art of warfare. This is far from being the case. It is a
hobby that can be all things to all men, a game played for enjoyment that bears only
the most coincidental resemblance to anything that ever took place on a battlefield.
No rules, manipulations, or wishful thinking will ••ver alter those facts and Hendrick
shows no signs whatsoever of being a big enough person to make any such revolutionary
alteration in these aspects of the hobby.

Wearing different sorts of hats or tunics to suit whatever period you are fight
ing does not make the wargame realistic nor the wargamer anything resembling a real
life commander. It is far easier to handle a wargames army 2,000 strong on the table-
top than make even a couple of browned-off soldiers do what you tell them!

DON PEATHE^STONE.

Subscription rates:-

£2.10p in the United Kingdom: Overseas £2.25p (#5.50 in U.S.A. and Canada).

ADVERTISING RATES IN THIS MAGAZINE

Full page
Half Page

£6.00 (#16.00).
£3.00 (#8.00).

Quarter Page
Eighth Page

Classified adverts 1p (2 cents) per word.

WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER is edited and published from:-

69 Hill Lane, Southampton, Hampshire, England, SOI 5AD
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£1.50p (.jtk.00)
75P (#2.00)



FIRING INTO THE BROWN!

At Falkirk in 12o9, the English army celebrated
Mass, conducted by the Bishop of Durham clad in full
armour with a sword by his side and a shield slung
at his back. The array that surrounded the militant
churchman was impressive - the banners bore the
arms of Edward ... gules, three lions passant re
gardant; and those of St.Edward the Confessor - a
cross fleury between five martlets or. The tunics
worn over the mail shirts were elaborately painted
and blazoned; those curious ornaments called ailettes were worn on the knight's
shoulders. The barrel-shaped helmets were surmounted by their crests; skull-caps,
spherical and conical, were worn by the infantry; the lances had little emblazoned
banners hanging from their heads. The Scots' banners showed the Scottish lion ram
pant, and the silver cross of St. Andrew; Wallace himself wore a helmet surmounted
with a dragon crest.

ooOoo

AGAINST ARTILLERY, HO./ SHOULD CAVALRY ACT?

As guns will always be supported by other troops, part of the attacking Cavalry
should be directed against the covering party, and part against the guns. That a-
gainst the guns should be in extended order, and that against the supports in a com
pact formation. The most suitable moment to obtain a decisive success against
Artillery is when it is in movement, or when it has suffered heavily in men and
horses.

A Summary of Tactics - H.F.Morgan (1883).
00O00

The "Household" first, the "Heavies" then,
The Lancers and ''ussars - the men

..'ho charged the guns as one to ten
On 3alaclava's field;

Then the far-famed Artillery,
And then the British Infantry,
First on the scroll of Victory,

To none their claims may yield.

"The Field Day"

00O00

Because they could not afford to buy it, the Swiss wore little or no armour,
quickly realising that the greater mobility so afforded them made it possible to out
march, out-manoeuvre and act characteristically upon the offensive against heavily
armoured opponents. Against the slow-moving, sprawling mediaeval forces they en
countered, their compact manoeuvrability allowed them to bring overwhelming force to
bear at a given point. In his book "Art of ,/ar" Machiavelli praises the Swiss rapid
ity of movement, saying:

"No troops were ever more expeditious on the march, or in forming themselves for
battle, because they were not overloaded with armour."

00O00

HINTS OF THE MONTH

by

Peter Bartlam

The first is an easy way to make hedges, fields, etc. This is done by taking
carpet underlay, the type that is green felt on top of rubber. You cut the underlay
into long thin strips and then pull and fluff up the felt to the required height. I
also find the felt untouched makes realistic grasslands especially hills. Of course,
if any of the rubber shows through it just looks like earth.

The second is a simple Airfix conversion to get the winter-cloak idea of the
Russian campaign World War' II. I used Arabs painted white with suitable equipment
and also their cloaked heads on Russian bodies.



THE WARGAMES RESEARCH GROUP KULiiS

by

Don Featherstone

Ever since the early days of wargaming there have been periodical pleas for
"universal" sets of rules so that strangers could meet and battle against each other
on a relative basis of equality because they were using the same rules. In principle
this is a fine ideal but it falls far short of that in practice. One feature above
all others that typifies wargamers is the strangesense of individuality that causes
most of them to scorn any rules not devised by themselves. This is inevitable be
cause the devisor of a set of rules formulates them in such a manner as to reflect
his own impressions and interpretations of warfare, using history and military writ
ings as his guide. As these interpretations differ imensely so that a cavalry charge
to one man is a thundering irresistible affair whilst to another it is a bunch of
horses coming towards you in a far from irresistible manner, the effect of the im
plementation of those rules varies considerably.

The rules formulated by the .vargames Research Group have, for want of anything
better and through their use in recant Conventions, have almost become "universal"
sets of rules. This is by no means to everyones liking - numerous disgruntled com
petitors at Conventions moan about the rules whilst a leading light in the wargaming
field recently wrote:

"We are bravely resisting all these revolting Research Group rules which every
one is supposed to find so good. I have just sent off broadside number three to
Phil Barker concerning World Mar II which I am fighting for the Convention. Actually
they are an improvement on last years where the players spent ninety per cent of their
time away from the table but, although they are supposed to be a platoon action, it
is impossible to operate a normal platoon attack as done by British" and Germans!"

Except for the more biased among us, I think there will be little disagreement
that the rules of the Wargames Research Group are as good as any others. They
possess certain admirable features which to ray way of thinking are essential in any
workable set of rules. For example, they were amongst the first to allow for one
figure representing a certain number of men so that the wargamer has the satisfaction
of battling with armies of a reasonably realistic size. This has a practical aspect
in that the actual number of figures that have to be removed from the table is so
reduced that a battle can be carried through and, at its conclusion, still have al
most as many troops on the table as at the start - it has always seemed ridiculous
to me to spend countless hours painting figures for them to spend most of their time
as casualties in a box under the table! Then there is the very satisfactory method
of governing casualties from firing and hand-to-hand fighting by means of assessing
fighting values through adding or deducting because of advantageous or detrimental
factors that might effect the fighting value. For example, troops that are dis
tracted or disorganised are obviously unlikely to be as efficient as troops who are
formed and in hand. Oddly, the Research Group and myself seem to have been working
along the same lines completely separately from each other because very much the same
principles were devised by myself and described in my book "Advanced Wargames"
written in 1968 and published in 1969-

My chief bone of contention lies not so much with the rules themselves but with
the method by which they are being applied. The dictionary definition of Rules is
"Principles to which actions or proceedures conform or are bound or intended to conform".
This is interpreted by myself (and by the majority of the Wessex Military Society)
as meaning that the rules (as few in number as possible) provide an irregular frame
work within which groups of players conform to their spirit rather than their letter.
Inevitably, with rules as widely used as those of the Wargames Research Council, a
situation arises whereby wargamers fight to the letter of those rules, seeking every
possible way in which omissions and possible double-meanings can be advantageously
utilised. Few can deny that this is the case, in fact Bob O'Brien (one of the formu-
lators of these rules) actually wrote an article in the November edition of Slingshot
entitled "Skilful Tactical Moves - Sneaky Stuff" in which he described ways of play
ing to the letter of the rules.

It is reasonable to declare that the wargaming world is now being divided into
two - those who fight "parochial" games among closely knit groups of friends and
acquaintances and play to the spirit of the rules with only occasional arguments
and those who seek all opportunities of utilising every facet and word in the War-



games Research Group Rules to gain an advantage. I have played hundreds of wargames
and I consider myself pretty experienced but I doubt whether I could go on to the
table with any chance against many of the far less experienced warga.ners who have
these rules off to the nth degree. This is wrong - a wargatne should be a test of
tactical skill not of knowledge of the rules and a set of rules should be so phased
as to allow anybody after a few minutes study to go onto the table and, by sheer
tactical merit, defeat an opponent even though that opponent may have a far better
knowledge of the rules being used.

Recently, Robert Douglas of the .Vessex Military Society made his gesture to
demonstrate such fallabilities in the Ancient Rules, that are being used in the

, jpporiL...

the inevitable result of the Reaction Test caused the larger units to be prevented

ness by Philip Barker (of the Birmingham Club who are organising the Convention)
circularising all umpires telling them that Robert's entire army is to be considered
as one single unit if similarly constituted in future! In effect, whilst a mockery
has been made of the rules, so there is an equal mockery in the earlier guarantee
that no rules will be changed .once Convention rounds have commenced!

However, that is the situation and whether it is the Wargames Research Council
Rules or any other set of widely used rules, the same position will no doubt arise.
So that this is not so much a condemnation of any widely used rules so much as a sad
reflection on human nature and the desire to win at all costs. Not all share my
views of course - one well known and highly experienced wargamer when asked why he
was content to play to Jargames Research Council Rules when he was more than capable
of devising his own set, replied that " maybe he showed sense in not flogging his
own brains when a reasonable set of rules had already been made up for him!" That
wargamer, Keith Robinson, reviews the latest set of rules to be published by the
Wargames Research Council Group which span the period 1750 to 185O.

"These 100 years cover the emergence of light infantry and horse artillery and
the peak of development of smoothbore artillery ending with the beginnings of the
widespread use of rifling for artillery and muskets.

The rules give good well balanced games with thf -ight proportion of losses in
battle and a nice balance of infantry, artillery and cavalry. The ground scale has
been taken as 1" to 10 paces (2^ ft. each) i.e. 1 to 300 scale and this has been used
for movement and firing. For infantry in line in 3 ranks at 1 yard intervals the
specified 15mm wide base gives a representation of 1 figure to 15 real men. This
ratio is used for all arms except guns which use 1 model gun to represent 2 real
guns. This is, I feel, a retrograde step from the 1 to 20 of the authors Ancient
Rules. The ground scale chosen gives artillery ranges in access of 10 feet! This
is realistic for artillery of the time but no account is taken of loss of accuracy
at long range. Another difficulty is that assaulting troops of the period were
usually fired on well before they were within •£ mile of the defenders and £ mile at
1:300 is nearly 9 feet. No wargamer I know has a table of this width. In fact
cannister range is 2'6" which means that on the usual wargames table of 6' x V both
sides will be in cannister range almost immediately.

The time period chosen for a move is ? minute which I feel is rather short and
could have been 1 minute (most artillery after the initial rounds was not capable of
firing faster than once or twice per minute). The movement distances are a little
fast for the ground scale and time period chosen as they seem to be parade ground
speed. Infantry in square moves at the same speed as in line which seems a little
unlikely. Another arguable point is that units may move and fire and although de
ductions from movement ranging from £ to V5ths of a move have been made (averaging
about i) no account has been taken of the affect on firing. Assuming opposing troops
fire at approximately the same rate and. deducting half a move for firing, then
stationary troops should fire twice as often as those advancing. If the deductions
for cavalry are ignored then the average move deduction for firing becomes 3 (10
seconds of the period of -J minute) and the firing rate ratio becomes 1-J to 1. If a
deduction of -1 were then made for moving and firing this would reflect the relative
rates of fire fairly closely.
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Terrain factors and manoeuvre penalties are well covered but there are two
points with which I must take issue. The first is that cavalry must charge in line.
There is no need for this, there is a built in penalty for column attack in that
fewer figures count in the melee (for flinch points) and that the infantry will over
lap thereby gaining a melee factor. The second is that infantry must form square if
within charge distance of cavalry. This should be optional, infantry in line can
stop cavalry, just. The firing factors permit this possibility.

Another compulsory action which the authors call "Flinching" has replaced the
Reaction Test of the ancient Rules. "Flinch Points" are accumulated according to
losses, situation and morale. The unit with the greater number of points "flinches"
away from the enemy or shows its advance in accordance with the net point difference.
This gives a good representation of the steadiness of the troops of the period.

One difficulty I have found is that it is extremely difficult to drive troops
out of buildings under these rules whereas in fact during this period villages could
change hands several times in the course of a battle.

A table of points values for various unit types has been included in the rules
and seems reasonable but cannot be evaluated without playing many more games than I
have yet fought under the rules. My first impression is that artillery is rather too
cheap and given open terrain will tend to dominate the battlefield.

Two pages are devoted to troop types and organisation from all over the world •
but as happens in a few places in the rules confusion arises between artillery pieces
(model) and pieces (real). I haven't fought with troop types outside the Napoleonic
period (such as Maoris, South Americans, etc.,) but I look forward to a battle be
tween the United States of Red Indian Tribes and the Punjabi Corps of the Continental
Indian Empire (with elephant-drawn siege guns) as they both try to occupy the Congo
(populated by Central African troops). My game of 'Risk' might take on new dimen
sions.

These rules are well up to the high standard set by the Group's Ancient Rules
and can be thoroughly recommended to beginner and expert alike.

To round off this article on the rules I would like to put forward my amendments
to the rules which will be used in ray future games.

Grand Scale - 1:500 - reduce ranges to 3/5, do not alter movement rate (see time
period.)

Figure Representation - 1:20
Time - 1 move represents 1 minute.
Omit compulsory cavalry charge in line and infantry forming square.
Firing Factors - -1 for firing and moving.

-2 for artillery firing after continuous rain (no grazing of
ball).

+1 for less than half maximum range.*

Ron Miles, experienced "modernist" cf the Wessex Military Society, considers
"Infantry Action" the latest offering of rules from the enthusiastic Wargames Research
Group. "It follows a now traditional and predictable line. However, this is a brave
and laudable attempt to reinstate man against machine in the modern period of wargam
ing. True, not everyone will agree with all the points, but for all that, this is a
first class effort to overcome the complications of this period. Yes, on the whole
congratulations to the Group for a really first class attempt."

Bob O'Brien of the Wargames Research Group, writes on both sets of rules:-

"I am glad to see that you mentioned the possibility of people fiddling about
with factors, and etc., to simulate various conditions, degree of training, etc. This
is in fact something that we try to put over, we feel that our rules are especially
geared to this kind of thing, so that an enthusiast can build in factors that will
reflect his own ideas, or those of even a particular battle, without affecting the
basic logic of the rules themselves.

In this respect of course, the "Infantry Action" rules go even further, in that
one fits in weapons applicable to the particular time, as well as organisation. One
thing that comes to mind immediately is that here is an opportunity for anyone to try
out the Personalised bargaining that you mentioned in Advanced .Vargames, as here we
have one figure = one man. The rules cost k5p as for the 1750/1850 and the Ancients.



The original idea in this case started with John Bolton (of the Worthing Group) and
myself some 18 months ago. ,/e started off with the visibility and ranges, and the
arc of fire base types, and built on that, but made the Reaction and movement too
complicated - Phil took over from there, and the result is as you see. There are
slight amendments and additions from the rules that will be used this year at
Birmingham."

Well, there it is - you pays your money and you takes your choice!
00O00

EXCHANGE: Anybody willing to exchange Avalon Hill games Waterloo; Gettysburg;
Bismarcx for others (particularly interested in Afrika Corps). Also sell/exchange
Brigadier Peter *oung's "British Army 1642-1970" (riew 70p).

M.R.Leathwood, Rodbourne 'louse, Rodbourne, Malmesbury, Jilts.

00O00

PERSONAL RESEARCH ON HADRIAN'S WALL - Continued From Page 11.

Clearly these vast forests should be patrolled, but I would pity any cavalry in
such an area (even lights), it seems specially made for ambushes. Germanics mirht
nave some luck though, being used to this type of country. Having said all this I
must aamit that, particularly in the central part, the last 400 odd yards up to the
..all would be dodgy going even for a light barbarian, I noticed a distinct lack of
dead ground on the foot and near vertical slopes of the Sill, and elsewhere where
the Jail ran along tops, of hills. Unlike, for example, the experiences of °ritish
troops climbing Kopies in the Boer Jar.

After reading through what 1 have just written I must add that this is Darke
the wargamer talking. Conditions 1800 years ago were most probably very different,
and, having decided the pacification of Scotland was out of the question there was
no better site. Though I still doubt that Eastern end

ooOoo

hot^j vu ;; u ;.:jx-i ;l

by L'. !asfceli

At first towards the end of the 18th Century the military writer and tactician
Georg Venturini published details of the game flayed on a board or a chart, making it
capable of tactical development. The Prussian military and State official von Reiss-
witz in Breslsu followed Venturini, who in union with several officers, experimented
with tactical manoeuvres between two parties with troop symbols on the plans at a
scale of 1:2573 (nearly 25 inches equals one mile). This ingenious invention bore
fruit, as the son of Reisswitz, a Garde Artillerie Officer and a member of the
Artillery Trial Commission eagerly promoted the idea of the father, using a plan of
the more practical scale of 1:8000 (about 8 inches to a mile) and practised the con-
uuct of Kriegspiel exercises. In 1824 he published an "Instruction of the reoresen-
tation of military manoeuvres with the apparatus of Kriegspiel", ana was doubtless
the main agent in the universal propagation of the Kriegspiel, to begin with of
course only in the Prussian Army. Prinz Jilhelm, the subsequent King and Kaiser
w'ilhelm I, who had heard of the exercises, in 1824 persuaded his father to introduce
the game to the Army, and in the same year ordered an A..K.0. and the furnishing of
apparatus to each regiment. At first the game remained limited in scope in conse
quence of the lack of full understanding outside the initiators of the methods of
direction.

In 1848, under the direction of the then Gberstleutnant Vogel v. Falkenstein,
the later General, for the first time, a strategical wargame was accomplished, which
took the form of a war between Prussia and Austria. The novelty of this game made
an extraordinary impression.

Yet the numerous regulations necessary to determine the results of action and
loss computation hindered the game. Tactics and troop leadership could not be ex
pressed sufficiently and the decision was gained not through the positions achieved
in the actions but through the restricting game regulations. For the first time in
the 1860s the stricture of the over stiff regulations was broken through. From the
game as existing was developed a tactical exercise. Particularly at that time Oberst
v. Verdy, the deservedly famous great teacher of the Prussian Army opened in 1876 a
new form of Kriegspiel, in which a flexible and less narrowly confined system of
rules was applied to the game enabling use of the newest strategical and tactical
principles, and therewith Kriegspiel was elevated to become the principal means of
education for troop guidance.
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CONFEDERATION OF THE RHINi-J TROOPS

NAPOL JONIC PERIOD

by

Stephen Edwards

Despite their colourful uniforms the collec
tion of Napoleonic troops sometimes becomes boring
due to the standarisation of uniforms, particular
ly applicable to the French line regiments who
usually had no regimental distinctions. The Ger
man allies of Napoleon I, are usually ignored but
these troops were very colourful and fought in
most campaigns from Spain to Russia. They were
allied to Napoleon by the Confederation of the

Rhine of 1808 and most left in 1813 after Leipzig, some joining the allies.

Already Bavarian, Westphalian, etc., troops are used in Napoleonic armies, so I
shall concentrate on the smaller principalities such as Schwarzbourg-Rudolstadt,
Anhalt-Koethen, Saxe-Gotha-Altenbourg, Saxe-Hildbourghausen etc.

6th Regiment. Confederation of the Rhine, Prince's Division.

1st Battalion - 4 Coys of Schwarzbourg troops.

Uniform - Jacket - Green double-breasted with red turn-backs, collar and cuffs.
Breeches - Grey, black gaiters to knee.
Black conical Shako with black-leather trim; brass lozenge plate,

white cords, red plume, green tassels on flounders.
Black leather crossbelts, yellow buttons.

Officers - Gold shako trim, epaulettes, trim on black hessian boots, red stripe
on breeches.

Conversion: I used 20mm "Rose" French Grenadier, cutting off epaulettes.

2nd Battalion - 3 Coys Waldeck Troops
3 Coys Reuss troops.

Reuss uniform: Jackets - white single breasted, light blue collar, cuffs (with
2 buttons) and turnbacks. White shoulder straps and
crossbelts.

Breeches - Hungarian type, light blu^ with yellow trim, black
gaiters to knee.

Black conical Shako, black leather trim, gold cords and oval
plate, red on yellow cockade, red plume.

Yellow metal buttons.

0fficer.s- " Gold shako trim, epaulettes, lace on breeches, lace and tassels on
black Hessian boots.

- Pattern of lace on front of breeches.

Waldeck Uniform: Virtually same as Reuss, but collar,lapels, shoulder straps,
cuffs dark blue.

Breeches - grey.

PrebenhKannikf°rm '" illustrated in "Military Uniforms of the World in Colour" by

Conversion: Reuss and Waldeck, same as for Schwarzbourg troops.
00O00

-.„•• Thi! iSSUe °f 'afGa«ner's Newsletter has been printed by PERDIC of 5 Northam Road
|2»a22£to|, arecently^ormed Printing organisation catering specially for he war- '
gamer and military collectors. It belonge to no less than Neville Dickinson of
Miniature ^igurxnes an association with Jilliam ierry).



COUNSELS OF WAR.

RELAX! IT'S ONLY A GAME!

Of all the indoor sports save one (girl-
chasing), wargaming is overloaded with over-serious
people who take themselves far too seriously. It
might even be said that this excess of sober-sides
has, down through history, kept the sport from be
coming as wide-spread as it might. For after all,
what timid beginner likes to be bashed around by an
opponent? Jhat good-natured fellow will put up with a cardboard-stiff know-it-all?
So millions have, down through ages turned to less ill-natured activities. But the
grim-faced experts of wargaming go on and on, complaining of a lack of opponents yet
never recognising that it is their own harsh natures which drive others away.

Why must wargames be so damn serious? Why must every little detail of uniform
and tactics be perfection? Why is the humanity and humour of history ignored in
favour of a complete concentration on petty hair-splitting about foolish little
facts? Facts be damned! They and those who worship them are a curse. I'd rather
play a game with slightly inaccurate rules of movement (not historically correct) but
which also had a rule about a general's drinking (U.S.Grant maybe?) than one which was
absolutely accurate and correct but stripped of al^ its humanity ana humour.

Maybe you don't agree with me. But if you do, read on. Following you will find
a guide which will help you fight frozen-face-nnd-mind-Pox and perhaps will make your
wargames a bit more fun. In other words, stay away from the below-listed types or if
you yourself are one - quit wargaming and go back to chess, checkers or to hell:

CASE 1: General Know-It-All.

This type is easily identified by his uniform which he usually puts on for play
ing wargames. Complete kit will usually include all service ribbons and decorations,
swagger stick or riding crop, service pistol, jump or riding boots. Mostly this in
dividual is addicted to Napoleonic period games or the Jars of Frederick. Ho never
cracks a smile, insists that all arguments be settled by following his ideas. He
actually believes everyone but himself is n clod. He is self-satisfied in victory
and in defeat pulls out history books, arry field manuals and the social register
to prove that the game is all wrong or cnixdish.

CASE 2: General Stiff Neck.

This type is a little more difficult to recognise - until it's too late and you
are in the middle of a campaign with him. He is characterised by an extreme addic
tion to the letter of all rules and completely ignores the spirit. In addition, he
believes that all rules must be based on military history alone completely ignoring
other factors. If he wins he will lecture you on your mistakes in rule application.
If he loses he will probably never play you again (be thankful).

CASE 3: General Lazy.

Unlike the two above he is not so rigid in his views. In fact he secretly holds
only one view: let the other guy do the work! He will talk and talk but comes time
to do any work he doesn't have time. Yet when the work is done and the game or cam
paign ready to go, he will show up and join in. But his method of joining in is to
criticise what others have done and thus spoil things, make things too serious. His
complete inability to do anything except use the fruits of other's work will force
you to work your head off getting ready for a game with him, thus leaving YOU tired
and ill-natured, ready and ripe to blow up over his criticism.

CASE 4; General Big Deal.

This type can easily be recognised by his oft-voiced big plans. He is never
satisfied to fight small battles but always wants to get bigger, bigger and bigger.
Soon his games (in which you are involved) become so complex, so expensive and so



important that all the joy is gone from them. Sxnce this constant growth iranor.e.-: a
constant strain, he limits rules (yours and his) to very simple basic.-; •./.•lich allow
for no good-natured latitude. He can be cured however, by the very cici'.necr; which
afflicts him. In time he will wear himself down so much he will begin to think with
favour about a nice friendly little game of an evening.

CASE 5= General Public.

He is the blood cousin of General Big Deal and in fact is closer to being a
brother. He not only luis a craving to get bigger and bigger but he has a reason: if
things become big enough he can use his hobby as an excuse to approach the press and

CASE 6: General Delivery.

This final type writes articles for magazines like iGD criticising other war
gamers. He should be avoided like the plague since he loves to stick barbs into all
pompous asses and can thus spoil a good solid, serious wargame. He is a charter
member of L-E-D.

For those of you who have read this far I would like to conclude with another
plea: "Jar" as Clemenceau once said, "is too important (too serious a business) to
be left to the generals". Jargaraing on the other hand is too much fun to be ruined
by them.

"Reprinted from Jar Games Digest March 1962"

ooOoo

CHANGING 20 SIMULTANEOUS MOVES - Continued From Page 15.

snould rule that a battery was destroyed because it had been ordered to move a full
move in a direction that would land it in the middle of the river! I eventually de
cided that it would be sufficient for an order to show the direction of move, the
rate of movement (walk, trot or gallop) in the case of cavalry, and any change of
formation in the case of infantry. Anything less than a full move could be indicated
by a common-sense direction, e.g. not to go beyond dead ground. Infantry changes of
formation would take one move except in the case of a whole battalion forming from
column or square into line or vice versa, which would take two moves.

00O00

AMEBIC.-... SJ,)..:-. - Continued From Pare 17.

all possible. Jith the number of M IV Fl's I have it will be touch-and-go if the
Soviets keep their T3'f,s in a mass and hit mc all at once.

,;e are also planning to write up rules for Tolkien fantasy games, using LGTSA
Medieval Miniatures rules as the basic starting point. Hobbits will be 20mm, dwarfs/
goblins 25mm, clves/orcs 30mm, men/llalgul/Balrog 40mm, ents/trolls/dragons 5^nim, and
a few 70mm giants to top it off.

00O00
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MAKE
YOUR OWN
ARMY^

BAVARIAN INFANTRY 1805-1815

by

S. D. Sole

Basic Figure - Japanese Infantry.

The figure shown is just one example of the
conversions available using the Japanese. The
carbine should be carefully cut away leaving the
hands intact. The jacket skirts, pockets,
collar, puttees and cap are cut away, the
"puttees are carefully trimmed to represent
gaiters. The haversack at the side can be left
if the figure is before 1807 but after that date
a haversack was worn on the back. Tails of
paper are added along with a bayonet and sword

from staples. A new musket is
added from an A.C.W. figure or
made from a flat staple. The
casque haversack and cartridge
pouch are fashioned from plasti-
cene and coated with glue.

COL-L/iK Aft-°
PockgtS

C-TAWA'f
P^oAjr op

j-AcKcr

fcesftOt/C ACL
£A,CK -DCTAfiC

AAJ<£> AJDJi TATCS
F/2o/k PAfi€A.

cAsaotr FA"on\

fiA A.-/2

0 4 K\fX£><S
F/lofiA f^cAT

.i-/)/Occ?

mm Pi/'^E>

C-AZTI-A-S

A NO

QLANKSr
,lott r-ActA

to reproduce the troops of most of the nations involved with the Napoleonic wars.
00O00

LOOKING AROUND - Continued From Page 23.

with wargaming plus beautifully illustrated articles on various aspects of modern
warfare together with reviews of books, models, records, etc. June 1971 - Well
illustrated articles on the Army of Today plus reviews of records, books, etc.

THE SQUADRON - House magazine of The Squadron Shop, Michigan, U.S.A. No.3. Contains
illustrated features on air modelling construction; half-tracks; Cossacks of the
German Army of World War II; Modelling a Panzer 1918; painting figures plus numerous
illustrated details of the latest books, models and figures in America.

TRADITION - Number 54. Plushy from its beautifully coloured cover showing a French
Napoleonic cavalryman, contains well illustrated articles such as Mercer's Journal of
the Waterloo Campaign; The Czechoslovak Corps on the Italian Front in the First World
War; Swiss Infantry Regiments 1816-1817; Mounted Rifle and Light Horse Volunteers;
Royal Sappers and Miners 1813-1823; The Janissary Corps of Turkey; French Cavalry
Uniforms i860; plus book reviews and six full page colour plates of the Imperial
Austro-Hungarian Army 1914, the Imperial German Cavalry 1892 and two of the British
Army Uniforms in 1750 and 1792 by R.Simkin plus an accompanying article supplementing
the plates by Lt.Col. J.B.R.Nicholson and the back page colour pictures of figures of
the Janissary Corps of Turkey are invaluable sources of information of this colourful
period.

THE VEDETTE - April 1971 - The Journal of the National Capital Military Collectors.
Contains illustrated articles on the Battle for Buenos Aires 1806-7; A Visit to
Russia by D.G^Chandler; Notes on British Cavalry; A Wargamer's Corner; plus book and
figure reviews etc.

COLOURS:

Jacket - Light blue.
Facings, collar etc - Scar

let, yellow or black.
Breeches - White.

Gaiters - Black.

Further details can be
found in Funken's books or in
Preben Kannik. Other figures
from the set can be used espec
ially the ones kneeling and
firing.

The same methods can be used



WHAT MAKES

A WARGAMER

TICK ?

by

...... Duncan of Monkey Bay, Malawi

You may or may not remember a young practically
penniless schoolboy who used to have the pleasure of
wargaming with you, it must be 7 years ago - it must j^Q
be. Jell this lad ran off to join the Marines and
now a little wiser (not quite so penniless) but still Royal Marines
with a keen interest in Napoleonic in general and
wargaming in particular wishes to come back to the fold. In other words Don - please
find enclosed a subscription for the Jargamer's Newsletter, that is if you are still
running it.

Moving around as I have been doing for the past few years my army is in a sad
state - still only a couple of cavalry units and a half dozen infantry units but I
have a fair knowledge of uniforms and have read a good few books of the period.

At present I am a 'copper* - I left the R.M's and I now run a couple of police
boats on Lake Malawi (ex Nyasa) with the dizzy rank of 'super'. However Africa being
Africa I am pulling out to try something else when my contract finishes in mid-72.
Looks like I am writing my life history here - sorry. All I wanted to do is establish
contact again with members of the fraternity and get hold of the Newsletter again.
I will probably be home over this Christmas for a few weeks.

00O00

PERSONAL RESEARCH ON HADRIAN'S

11

-ALL

I have recently tak

though wargaming was the
April, this was somethin
when I can combine my tw

it for someone who has b

read a campaign map.) ..'
winter (even in snow),
not too bad for a car bo

they all decided to turn

by

Clive Darke

en part in a rather more energetic project than wargaming,
cause. My wargames partner and I hiked Hadrians Wall last
g I have always wanted to io, since it is a rare occasion
o hobbies of wargaming and fell-walking. (I do not recommend
een painting figures all winter, or for those who can't even
e started training last June and continued right through the
However the central part of the Wall around Houscsteads is
und man with off-spring trailing behind (though it seemed
up when we were there!)

We spent all but two nights under canvas (the two nights in question were spent
at a Youth Hostel with the unlikely name of "Once Brewed", the pub 150 yards down the
vallum had a name which described the condition we were in by closing time, "Twice
Brewed"!) Je had one really wicked night, camped in a paddock belonging to a farm
called "High House", it earnt its name. Je actually camped on the site of one of the
turf-wall mile castles, MC50(TJ). As the rain, sleet, hail and whatever else the
elements could chuck at us, beat on the canvas I not only thought of the grumbling
Roman Auxilia, but what stuff the Barbarians must have been made of.

One of the main conclusions drawn from our observations was, don't try and use
the Wall on the wargames table in a tactical role. It existed as a strategic line,
a base for future campaigns and a sort of D.E.v. line in the terminology of today.
The most photographed part, from Carvoran along the Nine Kicks of Thirwell and the
Great Jin Sill must have been impregnable enough tc a frontal attack, but this only
represents about one quarter of its length. Without very large cavalry patrols,
tactical surprise would be dead easy. Even from the highest point on this central
part (1230 ft) near MC40 about 1-]—2 miles north there is a large fold in the ground
(and I mean large) and behind this are the vast Jark and Kielder Forest. The Ancient
Research Group rules reckon on a speed of about 5"£ mph for light infantry, which
means they could move up to the wall from cover in under 20 minutes, this is a time
which is short for strategic moves, but on the table it represents 40 moves. I must
emphasise that, particularly on the East side, cover is much closer than 1-J miles.

continued on page 6
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BATTLE REPORT

OF THE MONTH

WORLD WAR II

by

Donald Oddy

All troops and equipment (except lorries) are
Airfix models.

Abbreviations:

A 37 refers to a 37mm A-T gun (German)
An 88 refers to an 88mm Flak gun (German)
A 25 pdr refers to a 25 pdr field-gun (British)
A 5«5" refers to a 5»5in. Medium gun (British)
A 6 pdr refers to a 6 pdr A-T gun (British)

On Map, numbers refer to positions, letters to blockhouses.

DISPOSITIONS AND PLANS:

Defending 4 Companies German infantry: 1 Company divided between trench (3),
10 men, 5 men in dugout (5) including Panzerfaust and 5 men in wood. 2nd Company 10
men in blockhouse A and 10 men in wood (4) with a 37 at position 8. 3rd Company AO
men in blockhouse E, 5 men in C and F. A 37 in blockhouse F. 4th Company 5 men in
blockhouses B and D, 10 men in blockhouse G. A 37 in B. An 88 with semi-track be
hind blockhouse F in position 1. Position 2 is a German ambulance. German armour
is in reserve and appears on board just before 1 p.m. It consists of Tiger Tank, 1
Panther Tank, 1 Sturmge schutz G III and 2 SdKfz 234 Armoured cars.

Attacking 1 Company Commandos to attempt to climb cliff at night. At daylight
the main force to attack. The 5«5 at position 7 where it remains for the game. 2
Companies in DUKWs to head for wood, 2 Sherman Tanks and 1 Grant Tank to make for the
gap between blockhouse B and wood. A 25 pdr gun team and the CO. in h is jeep to
advance to hill 6. The Centurion Tank going for the gap between blockhouse B and
position 5. The Churchill tank on the Tank Transporter to follow the Centurion. A
company in M3 half-tracks to attack blockhouse B and position 5- Another company in
a large lorry with Paratroop company in Buffalo to support the Commandos. Engineer
company (3 men under strength) and another Company of infantry in lorries are held
in reserve.

*****cot*

.e*tAw^
#

et

***** ^z^^fy
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BATTLE: Strong wind - therefore smoke lasts 2 moves.

Commandos attacked, reached cliff 1 a.m., spotted by enemy 3 a.m.,

4 a.m. received 4 casualties (3 wounded, 1 killed).

5 a.m., returned to bottom of cliff and waited while Germans advanced to clear
enemy away.

7 a.m. Daylight - German advance continues. British force start to advance, 88
opens up, misses.

8 a.m. 5«5 fires on to 88, miss but 3 crew killed, 1 wounded.

9 a.m. Germans engage commandos 1 German killed, 1 Commando wounded, 3 Commandos
killed, 1 Ladder destroyed.

10 a.m. -£ tracks, Bren Carrier and 25 pdr reached hill. DUKWs reached target.
1 destroyed by 37, 4 men killed, Officer, Wireless Operator and 3 men wounded, re
mainder retreat in rout. Comandos kill 1 German and lose Officer and 2 men dead and

1 man wounded and retire 2" (normal move), 2 Shermans fire on 37 in wood, second shot
destroys it.

11 a.m. Reinforcements reach Commandos and German infantry retire carrying away
3 wounded Commandos. Panzerfaust team in position 5 knocked out attacking half-track
killing 1 and wounding 2 of its soldiers. Machine gun on roof of half-track wounded.
1 Panzerfaust crewman and the 4 men in the dugout retire carrying their comrade. The
37 in the nearest blockhouse (B) fired at the Bren Carrier but missed. The 2 Sher
mans and the 25 pdr (now in position on the hill) all hit the blockhouse but failed
to destroy it. The infantry in the second DUKW attacked into the wood, the solitary
German who attacked them (wounding 1 man) was wounded by a hand-grenade.

12 noon - Attack continued. German armour appeared and succeeded in destroying
the 2 Shermans (one of which had been unsuccessfully attacked by a flamethrower
earlier). A Panzerfaust destroyed the Grant tank. British tanks and 25 pdr had con
centrated on the blockhouses without success and the 5«5 completely missed the German
armour. Another 10 men in a half-track retreated after losing Officer and 2 men.

1 p.m. German armour deployed to meet the British Tanks, except the Tiger tank
which started advancing towards the left flank of the German defences. The Buffalo
captured the group of Germans who had attacked the Commandos but the lorry following
jthe amphibian was destroyed with a loss of 3 men by the Tiger tank. The 6 pdr killed
1 and wounded 1 British soldier with a bad shot (misses can kill their own side). The
only other effective firing was in the wood where 2 Germans were killed and 1 British
soldier killed and a second wounded. Another lorry unloaded -J company into the wood.
The Commandos were withdrawn from actual fighting because of heavy casualties, If a
group's morale is steady but falling and it has heavy casualties, I withdraw the unit
from fighting and use them as non-combatants (e.g. stretcher bearers).

2 p.m. British luck changed. The 25 pdr destroyed the Tiger tank, the Centur
ion destroyed the Sturmgeschutz GUI, and the 6 pdr destroyed an armoured car. Para
troops attacked pillbox (A) and threw 2 grenades through the slits, killing Officer
and 4 men, wounding 2 others, the remaining 3 surrendered. 2 paratroops were killed
and 4 wounded. German shooting ineffective, although 1 British killed and 1 wounded
by M.G. on Tiger tank and 1 killed and 1 wounded in the wood, 2 Germans also wounded
fthere.

3 p.m. Armour engagement continues : Panther and Centurion destroying each
ucher, the 6 pdr (destroyed by a 37 which had been removed from its blockhouse) hit
and destroyed the remaining armoured car. The Infantry attacking the nearby pillbox
(B) retreated, being unsupported. The Paratroops Piat failed to destroy another
pillbox (C). The 25 pdr firing on the Flak gun missed and destroyed the semi-track.
The two survivors of the -J company 8th Array from the destroyed M3 were withdrawn from
fighting. 1 Paratroop was killed as was a German dug in, in the wood.

4 p.m. A 37 destroys 2nd half-track, the soldiers from it received 2 more
wounded and 1 killed from blockhouse (B) and remaining 3 routed. The infantry moving
through the wood was fired at by 3 dug in Germans and 1 man was wounded. A machine
gun from the Buffalo killed 2 of the gunners from the 37 who were trying to recrew
the 88. The other 2 machine guns fired on the Germans ejected by grenades from the
blockhouse C. 1 German wounded by the grenade and 3 killed-, 1 wounded by machine
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Gun fire.

5 p.m. In wood 1 British soldier killed, 1 German killed, 1 wounded . 25 pdr
fired on blockhouse D, missed and killed a wounded German. Troops in blockhouse F
killed 1 paratroop, otherwise no action.

6 p.m. The troops in wood received 1 casualty (wounded) and wounded the last
German actually in the wood. The Engineer company (17 men) attacked blockhouse B
wounding 2 Germans with a hand grenade, the remainder being machine gunned outside
by a M.G. on the Centurion derelict killing 2 Germans. A Churchill M.G. killed 1 of
the 37s crew and the reserve company retired after losing 1 man wounded, 1 killed and
its officer killed. The Piat team failed to destroy blockhouse F and M.G. and rifle
fire against the Piat team killed 1 and wounded a second. i'he paratroops, although
wounding 2 Germans in blockhouse E (Buffalo M.G. killed 3 more), lost Officer, Radio
Operator and 1 man wounded and another man dead which caused their morale to break
and they fled.

7 p.m. Churchill fired at blockhouse F no result, blockhouse E reoccupied, 8th
Army company retires to trench and blockhouses A and C for protection. Germans from
blockhouse B retire (including Panzerfaust soldier with a gunner to act as No. 2,
hoping to be able to attack Churchill). Two r-unners from 37 wounded by M.G. fire,
remainder of group retire". Germans cleared out of vicinity of wood, freeing infantry
for further attack. 1 British soldier killed and a second wounded, 2 Germans killed.

8 p.m. Churchill knocked out blockhouse F and machine-gunned the survivors (2
killed in explosion, 3 by machine guns). i'he Buffalo's 20mm destroyed the 88 (2
gunners wounded). 25 pdr firing on blockhouse D missed and destroyed a British M.G.
killing 1 and wounding another crew member. Tank transporter started to salvage the
Grant tank. 8th Army company advanced again after Buffalo parked in front of block
house S shielding the British troops from fire (and keeping occupants trapped inside
with its M.G.). A mortar bomb hit group of Germans who had left pillbox B (now
captured) killing 1 rifleman and wounding a rifleman and 2 gunners. Survivors routed
completely.

9 a.m. Nightfall to
cover of night.

2 a.m. Germans retire with some of their wounded under

Casualties:

British -

German

Infantry - dead - 29 men, 4 officers, 3 gunners.
- wounded - 36 men, 2 officers.

Tanks etc. - 2 Shermans, 1 Grant, 1 DUKW, 2 M3s, Centurion, Bren
carrier, 1 ladder, 6 pdr, 1 H.G., lorry destroyed.

Captured, 2 37s, 1 officer, 10 men.
Jounded and captured - 14 men and 2 gunners.
..'ounued and refined - 3 men and 7 gunners.
Dead - 29 men, 6 gunners, 1 Officer.
Destroyed - 2 armoured cars, Sturmgeschutz GUI, Panther, Tiger,

semi-track and a 37.

Troops retained:

German - Ambulance, stretcher party, 2 gunners, 18 men and 2 officers, 1
Panzerfaust soldier.

British - Matador and 5.5 tank transporter, 3 lorries, ambulance, Buffalo,
DUKW, 25 pdr (with ~uad. etc.), Jeep, Churchill, 4 stretcher parties
CO., 2 Officers and 72 men.

00O00

MUST LIST - Continued From Page 22.

Still talking of Airfix, I have recently received two tank kits which may have
been out some time without being reviewed in these pages. One is of the Chieftain
tank and the other is a German Panzer IV tank. The latter fills a very long felt
gap because, as probably the most numerous and best known of the German tanks of
Jorld War II, it had to have a place on the wargames table of the man fighting that
period. The Chieftain tank will be eagerly welcomed by that small band whose
"Modern" wargaming really is modern and not World War II.
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CHANGING TO SIMULTANEOUS MOVES

by

Peter Gouldesbrou^h

With my alternative-move Napoleonic game I was beginning to feel like the sort
of eccentric American who still doesn't have automatic transmission in his car, so I
decided to experiment with converting my game to simultaneous moving. This compelled
me to do some basic thinking.

The first question to be answered was what was the ideal length of move for the
period? This involved looking at the various things that could happen during a move
- movement, firing, loading, unlimbering and limbering-up, and melee. The rules
already provided for infantry melees to be decided immediately at the end of the
move in which contact was made and I thought this was correct in view of the rarity
of actual hand-to-hand fighting between infantry except in confined spaces. But what
I had not realised before was the obvious fact that firing also takes no time at all
- it is the loading that takes time. So I decided to look at approximate loading
times.

The sources that I had available gave varying times as required for loading the
weapons of the period, but I eventually worked out the following rough scale for
loading times: Musket - •£ minute; Cannon - -£ minute; Rifle - 2 minutes. This suggest
ed a move lasting half a minute. Clearly it would be impossible to fight a large
battle with such short moves, but I had already accepted that realistic tactics can
only be reproduced in small actions. I also liked the idea of half-minute moves be
cause of the time it would take attacking forces to get from effective musketry range
(100 yards) to contact. Infantry in line moving in ordinary time (75 paces to the
minute) would take three moves and infantry in column moving in quick time (108 paces
to the minute) would take two moves. Even cavalry at the trot would take one move.

Rules in which moves were based on loading times would clearly sometimes call
for a record of the 'loading state' of a unit to be kept on the order sheet. Rifles
would always have to keep such a record in order to make it clear in which move they
had completed loading and were ready to fire. Musketeers who had not fired at the
end of a stationary loading move would note the fact, which would allow them to move
in the next move and also fire at the end of it.

There remained the perennial problem of whether infantry or artillery should be
allowed to fire on enemy units at the end of the move in which the enemy had charged
home. Clearly they should not be allowed to do so if they themselves were loading
during the move. But what if they were already loaded at the beginning of the move?
This would not happen very often, as enemy units in a position to charge would normal
ly be within their field of fire at the end of the last move. But they would have to
be allowed to fire on units charging from cover or at the gallop from out of musketry
range.

Unlimbering and limbering-up are processes that do not seem to be treated very
realistically in many wargame rules. I decided that gunners should be allowed to un-
limber and load in the same time (1 move) that it took them to re-load in continuous
firing. (The actual unlimbering time would correspond to the time taken to sponge
out the gun and run it up again in continuous firing). The gun team would be allowed
to move away in the same move, as the actual unhooking of the trail would take very
little time. Limbering-up, on the other hand, would take a whole move in itself, and
the limber would have to be close to the gun at the beginning of the move.

This brought me up against another perennial problem - the fact that a team and
gun are about the right shape to represent a battery moving in column on a front of
two guns, but quite the wrong shape for a battery in line, whether in action or in
movement. I got over this by placing a gunner marker to indicate the flanks of the
battery (moving them in as the battery suffered from counter-battery fire) and by
counting only the limber itself (not the horses) in reckoning the depth of target re
presented by teams in line. All movements of teams to and from the guns would be
measured from the first to the second position of the limber, allowing the horses to
be placed in any direction at the end of the move.

The last question to be answered was how detailed the written orders for each
move required to be. At the Dundee Convention I had seen something of the difficult-
xes that could arise. For example, an umpire had asked me as referee whether he

CONTINUED ON PAGE 9
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..e :.ro still offering the widest range of Hew, Imported and second

hand Military books, immediate delivery in most cases, letters answered,
and Lists sent out regularly. Like the 'Newsletter' we make no false
claims, we let our length of service and following speak for itself.

THE MODEL SOLDIER MANUAL Peter J.Blum. Illustrd. 40pps. P.free - El.84.
How To Go COLLECTING MODEL SOLDIERS Henry Harris. Illstd. " - £1.84.
BRITISH INFaNi'RY REGIMENTS 1660-1914 A.!I.Bowling. Prof, illustd. includ

ing colour. Post free - El.30.
HANDBOOK ON GERMAN MILITARY FORCES 15 March 1945. New facsimile reprint

of the rare U.S. Jar Dept. Manual. 7" x 10": hundreds of illustrations
including pages of colour. lost free - Cb.97.

HANDBOOK ON JAPANESE MILITARY FORCES 1945. New reprint and companion to
previous item. Post free - E6.97.

THE FIELD uF J^T^ULOO Paul Davies. Prof, illustd. in colour. P.free - 50p.
How To Play JAR GAMZS Hi MINIATURE J.Morschauser. Illustci. i.free - £2.18.
THE FEJRCH IMPERIAL ARMY The Campaigns of 1813-14 and Waterloo E.E.Riehn.

Illustrated uniform colour guide. Post free - El.38.
THE FRENCH INFANTRY AND ARTILLERY 1795-1811 R.K.Riehn. uniform colour
guide, companion to previous item. Post free - 70p.

GERMAN ARTILLERY 19l4-191o D.Nash. Prof, illustrated including colour,
Uniforms, Equipment, etc. lost free - 3..50.

JAPANESE ARMY UNIFORMS AND EQUIPMENT 1939-19^5 .-..uilley. Prof, illus
trated, including colour. Post free - El.30.

DRESS REGULATIONS FGi; HHE ARMY 1900 with Introduction by J.Y.Carman.
11-2-" x 8-i": 204 pps. and 79 pages of plates illustrating several
hundred items of dress. Post free - Ev.23.

THESE AND MANY MCE':: AVAILABLE FR01>3 STOCK INCLUDING ALL 'I'll:; EXCELLENT ,'ITLES

BY DON FEATHERSTOHE. rfRITS FOR LISTS, 2FFSRS, P,iET EXCHANGE.

WE MAY NOT MAKE THE FINEST J.; GAMS SOLDIERi IN THE WORLD
3UT A LOT OF OUR CUSTOKERS TELL Uo PH.*» >fE DOI

Write us today for a special Bulletin we have prepared for British war-
amers which explains how to purchase our new 1970 catalogue luting 1500 war game
:oldiers) and how to order military miniatures from the United otates.

You'll find a whole new world of model soldiers awaiting you at
SCRU3Y MII.'I-.TURESl



THE AMERICAN

SCENE

by

Gary Gygax

Recently I lost my job in an executive change
- after 8-3- years. In order to get to the office in
Chicago I had to spend 5 hours/day commuting, so I
hope to be able to find some sort of work around
Lake Geneva.

During this temporary (forced) vacation I am working
for semi-commercial sale and trying to get some work in on
equipment preparation. Even so, it seems that there are t
I fully understand your being unable to reply at length to
receive. Yesterday I mailed out 13 cards and letters, and
'zine.
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on a couple of board games
miniatures rules and

00 few hours in the day.
the correspondence you
I don't publish a 'gaming

The Castle and Crusade Society's Domesday Book has been delayed due to mechani
cal difficulties - the rnimeo machine has gone kaput! You are on the mailing list,
but I cannot say when the next issue will be out.

Leon Tucker, Michael Reese and I are going to work on a finalised draft of the
J.J.II miniatures rules very soon now. They will be given final play-testing by our
local group (Lake Geneva Tactical Studies Association) as well as several other
groups elsewhere. Je project publication in 6-12 months, the rules being done in 3
or more separate booklets. That way wargamers can use the entire set or merely pick
up that part they wish to incorporate in their own rules.

Lake Gen

pretty little
spoil its nat
sports it was
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tion.

eva is a small resort town of about 6,000 population. And it is a very
place too (although it seems that there are many at work trying to

ural beauty and pollute the lake). Before the recent interest in winter
pretty dead in the cold months ... the Playboy Club Hotel nearby has
a bit also. Anyway, there are some 12-16 wargamers in town now, but
ded between boardgaming and miniatures. LGTSA is 90% miniatures activi-
oardgamers rather resent our preoccupation with them, so they have not
round much lately. Our usual Saturday meet consists of 4-5 local
visitors from up to 75 miles away, for the sand table is a big attrac-

tf.W.II is unquestionably the most popular period, locally and throughout the
country, because of the relative low cost of the equipment and the ease of obtaining
it. If only R0C0 would make more U.S. and British AFV's. It is easy to make a
Sherman "Firefly" by cutting off the regular barrel and gluing on a gun from a M41,
then cutting up thin plastic pieces for the radio gear box on the back of the turret,
oherman 105 can be made by taking off the regular gun, cutting down the barrel and
mantle of the H36, chopping off the breach block, and putting it into the Sherman
turret. A fair "Hellcat" can be made by taking an AMX hull (30), removing the ex
haust system and continuing the sloped side all the way to the rear, puttin- on the
suspension of the M41, and M36 turret, and an M10 gun. There are a few other con
versions of Allied equipment that can be made without too much work, but, unfortun
ately, it is the German equipment which is the easiest to convert otherwise. It is
too bad that Mini Tanks do not have a wargame consultant!

LGTSA is currently running a strategic/tactical (map movement/table-top battles
when contact is made) game based on the German invasion of Russia in 1941. Je have
only just started, but as soon as it has developed a bit I will send you battle re
ports. The map we move on covers an area equal to 6 tables (6' x 10' each). Oppon
ents are not aware of the exact enemy OB, and each sends movement and observation
kno*wrwh«? ?hJl1ge'- Z^^ tGl1 y°U the SiZG °f the forces involved, as I do notknow what the Russians have - probably a company of T34-76a's plus several infantry
companies. ihe Germans (me) have an assortment of miscellaneous AFV's, A/T guns,
about acompany of infantry and some engineers and bridging equipment. My oSjeclive
is to get across a river, establish a firm bridgehead, and continue eastwards if at

CONTINUED ON PAGE 9.
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YOU WRITE

TO US

"I returned from Israel last year and as soon as I have caught up with the
household odd jobs that have accumulated in my absence shall renew my interest in
table-top battles.

Whist abroad I visited several places of interest to our hobby notably Crusader
ruined castles and sites such as Belvoir Caeserea, Tiberius, Acre, the battle sites
of Horns of Hattin, Mount Taber. I returned via Cyprus and Istanbul, the former place
displaying more signs of inninenthostilities than I ever found journeying around
Israel. Both Greek and Turkish Cypriots glowered from behind crude street barricades
in Nicosia; the only reassuring feature being the presence of United Nations troops.

Whilst in Istanbul I saw and heard playing the most ancient military band in the
world - the famous Janissary band. The military museum was filled with relics from
Crusading age until the World Jar II period. The museum even boasted the original
chain, heaped up on the floor, that stretched from the Golden Horn. A floor was also
devoted to officers and dignatories uniforms of the Sultanate period. There was no
real discernable military cut at all. In fact any one of them would have passed with
distinction in any local carnival. The colours however were varied and garish."

R.J.Capon (Bournemouth).

00O00

"I don't do too much wargaming but lately I have been going to San Jose once a
month for a game with the big group there. San Jose is in the San Francisco Bay
region and about 115 miles from Atwater. Its funny, but since Scruby folded up pub
lications of his magazine, the Jestern part of the U.S.A. has been quiet - few, if
any, will contribute to other publications it seems. You were wondering about your
first subscribers - I was definitely one of them. I was in Spain when you broke with
Scruby and somehow you never sent me the "advertisement" copy of the Newsletter
(April 1962, Vol. 1. No.1) and I never heard about the break with Scruby until May
1962 when Richard Dickson wrote me. I wrote you late in May and you sent me a copy
of the June 19o2 issue. I still have your letter and a letter saying you were out of
April and May issues."

Ray Jackson (California, U.S.A.).

00O00

"I have just got back from a return visit to Kinsale in Eire, poor weather I am
afraid. I should think that the Battle of Kinsale would make quite an interesting
wargame. It occurred in 1601 and the Spaniards were installed in Kinsale and were
putting up a very spirited defence. The Irish relieving army, included a Spanish
Tencio, which fought to the bitter end: the battle being won by a successful English
cavalry charge!"

Derrick Atwell (Sheffield).

00O00

"I have been having a bit of trouble trying to find wargamers on Manhattan
Island. One of the biggest cities in the world and probably one of the wealthiest
it still seems to be deprived of wargamers, or at least wargamers who come out into
the open, join together, and form clubs. To my knowledge St. John's University has
a group and there are a few groups in Queens and Brooklyn, BUT, to bring my French
(Napoleonic) Array of 800+ pieces is indeed a problem when one must travel by means of
rapid transit, i.e. trains and buses. Therefore, in the hope that I might find at
least one soul on this "deserted" island who has the facilities to conduct a wargame
in this very congested city, I am enclosing the proper amount for an advert."
(Appeared in June Newsletter - Editor).

D. Evans (New York, U.S.A.).

— -00O00

"May I, with your permission, blow your own horn for awhile? My brother and I
have recently begun to build up our Ancient armies using Aloys Ochel's painted flats.
As he doesn't like to paint, and I have too many Colonials to paint neither one of us
wants to take too much time out to paint up our Ancients. We are using the rules in
your first rule book, and I imagine may soon add some of the embellishments from your
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"Advanced Wargames" book. Jhat I am really pleased about, though, is that when I
decided we needed more information I went back to my pile of old Wargamer'r, News
letters and was pleased once again with the amount and quality of information I
found there. Yours is still one of the few magazines that has kept on publishing
solid information, rather than attempting to attract subscribers with an empty, but
fancy layout. I am sure that if any other period strikes my fancy in the future,
I 11 get a good start on it from your magazine.

Our Ancient battles have turned out quite well. My brother is supplied with
Romans, Greeks, Carthaginians, Gauls, Celts, Germans and >:truskans, while I have the
Persians, Assyrians, Egyptians, Ethiopians, Scythians and Sarmatians. If I can find
flat makers who produce unpainted figures of Mongols, Indians, Japanese and other

the

had about four border battles so far, neither'army having* bee7'abirtrgain much^'
territory yet. Today we have another, and I am invading. The Belorabians are
commanded by Hannibal and the Carthaginians are the centre of their strength. My
ureat King, or king of all Reigns, is Darius, and the Persians are the centre of mv
?X!!eK0m\ J0"6*"' there m£y be a COup forminE. composed of Egyptians and Assyrians,
led by what has proven to be my most successful commander so far - Sarron, Kinr of
Assur." ^ ' *«©*'*

Doug Johnson (St. Louis, U.S.A.).

ooOoo

''One question that many American readers might share with me is if Americans are
planning to visit England (or U.K. at all) is there one best place to write to to
obtain the names and addresses of Jargames Clubs? Here in New England we have formed
the r..^....A. and are the only organised wargame group for 300 miles around - out in
the Midwest it is worse!!

wmlA1! y°U couldPerhaps indicate ^ an editorial the best way to contact gamers it
would be a great help. Also any gamers coming to New England can get an extensive
list of players in the area from the Editor of our publication "The Courier"."

Dick Bryant (Brockten, Mass, U.S./,.).

ooOoo

Hnn "I0?,,!!1!1/1*1 e"Ci°6!d a C°Py °f "The Sentinel", which is the monthly publication of the Palm Beach Gardens High School Wargames Club, of which I am President.
!? I?.P members and wargame in almost any period, both on land and sea. I in
cluded it because I thought you might like to see how well one of the smaller
American groups is doing. It is a very "grassroots" publication, but we are proud
Twill all luL ,J0W *6SOciates wishes to h»ve a copy, tell them to write me and
LntirsT yG °ne* Th6re " n° 8Ub*cription cost. Likewise, we would
?SPf™! ^ S.0U?S °V!r in Enel*nd to send us their magazines, or we would be glad
to accept any articles they might wish to write about."

Bob Stone (10088 Daisy Avenue, Palm Beach Gardens,
Florida 33^03, U.S.A.).

00O00

"I have enclosed a cheque for £2.10 and would be very happy to renew the sub-
JTXTSbS ?^am-'s Newsletter as Ifind it most informative and invaluable
Iwould like'to JTIJ! , yPJSk!a UP many valuable hi-"ts from your articles. What
the Sol. «°*Lt 1 I V?Ult bC 3ny articles on different rules, not necessarily

r t • y ?artS WhlCh miEht help the reamer build up a set of rules
a l5,1:/6 a!-the T611' *^ haVlnS the Same tr°uble and'am not satisfied

Jthink Zo Lrl I!!^TlS*/? rUlGS esPecia1^ saving throws and cavalry charge.Ithink too much use of the dice can spoil a wargame. Anyway that is my opinion."
I.Ferguson (Gt. Bookham).

00O00

inflatL^WirS«^erm»na!l0v t0 keep the price down' however one "^ot fightout;- charges go up in the autumn and Iam sure most of us
would expect a subscription increase then. However, all that really matters i« *w
the magazine continues to run. Good luck. y matters is that

D. Stiedl (Reading).
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BOOKS
"SOUTH AFRICAN JAR HONOURS AND AWARDS 1899-

1902" (10" x 7jjf" 140 pages. Arras and Armour Press
£3.25).

This is a reprint of a b
1902. The fact that Hayward
ted with this venture indicat

ily aimed at those who are in
decorations. There is consid

finding a mention which confi
in the Boer Jar is growing an
Units and men who took part -
cona's Horse, Umvoti Mounted
gained decorations for indivi
alties suffered by Units and
although these numbers do not
because of men serving away f
Infantry. Some advertisments
bought for 35s. per dozen bot
specialises in medals and dec

reader in military history.

ook first published in
and Hall are associa-

es that it is priraar-
terested in medals and

erable satisfaction in

rms a decoration in which one is interested. Interest
d there is much in this book which throws light on the
Units such as the South Australian Bushmen, Strath-

Rifles and the County Regiments - the actions which
duals. A table at the end of the book gives the casu-
tre battles and operations in which the Units took part
agree with some of the regimental histories probably

rom their parent units in such units as the Mounted
are included and one tells us that sherry could be
ties. A book to be bought by the numismatist who
orations, and used as a reference book by the general

"HITLER AS MILITARY CCMMANDER" by John Strawson. (&£'
photographs: 7 maps. B.T.Batsford Ltd., 1971. £2.60).

x 5i" 256 pages: 33

When first I received this book I could not arouse a great deal of interest in
it because, having served in the British Army in World War II, I am of the school
who rather regarded Hitler's military activities as a great joke. Then I read the
admirable review of this book by Michael 'Howard in the Sunday Times which ends by
saying "On the whole it must be admitted that Hitler did not do too badly. It did
after all take the combined efforts of the three strongest powers in the world near
ly four years to bring about his ultimate defeat." I also realised that John Straw-
son is a Major-General and was recently appointed Chief of Staff to SHAPE so he
ought to know his military stuff. So I got down to reading it and-found it very
pleasant and rewarding. General Strawson takes the reader along from the earliest
days of the Nazi party and outlines Hitler's incredible rise to power. He describes
with the greatest detail the manner in which he, by sheer force of personality, over
awed his generals until he was in supreme command of the German war machine. Like
Winston Churchill, Hitler probably knew a bit too much about military matters for hi6
own good but it did enable him to have an extraordinary grasp of operations, from the
highest strategical viewpoint down to the siting of a machine-gun. Unhampered by
orthodox military staff training so that the possibilities of defeat were not so
apparent to him as they were to his more conventional commanders, Hitler chanced his
arm, gambled and shrewdly assessed and weighed up the opposition so that the V.'ehr-
nacht, with its peerless combination of Panzer and Stuka, trampled over every opposi
tion. Perhaps they lost because of Hitler's lack of military judgment, perhaps it
was because of superior numbers or failing to take the fullest advantage of early
successes - read this book and find out for yourselves.

"NAPOLEON SURRENDERS" by Gilbert Martineau - translated from the French by
Frances Partridge. (8£" x 5%" 224 pages. John Murray, 1971. Price not known).

As opposed to most of the military books reviewed in the Newsletter, this one
has not got a battle in it and fijfeafcs on the evening of June 18th 1815 with
Napoleon fleeing from his last defeat at Waterloo. Nevertheless, it holds a great
deal of compelling interest to the military collector and wargamer. In the minutest
detail it tells of the events that followed Napoleon's last defeat, his surrender to
the British, the way in which he was treated, the impressions of those who met him
described by extracts from letters and diaries until on August 8th, 1815, the British
warship "Northumberland" started on his last journey to St. Helena. One would think
there was nothing left to be written about Napoleon but this a well written book on
an interesting and hitherto rather neglected period of his life.
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"p:<ESG REGULATIONS 1846" (3"" x 5?" 160 pages: 36 full page plates. Arms and
Armour Press• £3*25)•

This new book is the second in the series of Arms and Armour Press reprints of
the official Dress Regulations and it is based upon the official Dress Regulations
for Officers 1846 to which has been added a valuable commentary by J.Y.Carman F.S.A.,
F.R.Hist.S. Its illustrations are contemporary Ackerman prints which are from the
collection of Mr. Carman. In the years that followed the Napoleonic Jars the re
splendent uniforms of the British Army underwent major changes and in a period when
action was seen by the British Army in India, South Africa and New Zealand, this book
portrays the uniform of the 3ritish Array at the beginning of the Crimean Jar. Its
prints encompass Guard and Line cavalry and infantry of the period while its text
details the dress, down to the smallest button, of them all. Not only a vital book
for the man who wishes to paint 54mm figures accurately but also a mine of informa
tion for the writer, student of military history and indeed a source of interest to us
all.

"INDIA!. J.,V/d.RY REGIMENTS l3o0-19l4" by A.H.Bowling. (8„" x 6" 72 pages. 114
uniforms shown in colour, two other colour plates, 24 groups of line drawings, detail
views and many contemporary photographs. Almark Publications. £1.23 - paper cover:
21.75 - hard cover with dust jacket.)

There is perhaps no more colourful set of uniforms since Napoleonic times than
those of the Indian Cavalry Regiments and with the aid of this book no one has any
excuse for not having units of them in all their glory as part of his wargames army.
The author has gathered together a very interesting collection of old photographs
which, together with the numerous line drawings and the 114 little men all on parade
in their correct uniforms, make this book extremely good value for the money.

"SOVIET OLMBaT TANKS 1959-1945" by Peter Chamberlain and Chris Ellis. (8.." x 6"
74 pages: 4 pages of colour illustrations, more than 120 photographs and line draw
ings. Almark Publications. El.00 - paper cover: El.50 - hard cover.)

The tank battles that took place in Russia in ..orld Jar II far surpass any
battles between armoured formations in the past or probably in the future. Together
with the rest of the world, the Germans sadly underestimated the Soviet tanks (just
as they did the Soviet military spirit) and for the modernist wargaraer who, like the
inimitable Lionel Tarr of 3ristol, wishes to fight thesemuch neglected battles in the
snows or dust of the Russian Steppes, then this book will provide you with all the
information for the Soviet armour just as other volumes by this prolific pair will
tell you all about the German armour that faces it.

"SARATOGA 1777" by John Sweetman. (8£" x 5?" 67 pages, 6 maps. Charles Knight
and Co., Ltd. 90p).

This and the book that follows are the first two of a series "Knight's Battles
for Wargamers" introduced by Brigadier Peter Young, D.S.G., M.C., who writes a fore
word to each book explaining how to reproduce actual battles on the wargames table.
Other than that introduction there is nothing else in the book that mentions war
gaming although the book itself is a very clear and concise description of Burgoyne's
disastrous expedition against the American Colonies. Undoubtedly this series (which
is going to include Minden 1759 and First Bull Run 1861 among others) will be of in
terest to wargamers and will give them a very clear idea of the battle they are try
ing to reproduce. I would like to have seen more about wargaming inserted in the
actual text of the book as each event or series of events is unfolded

"BORODINO 1812" by E.R.Holmes. (8'}" x 5?" 69 pages, 4 maps. Charles Knight and
Co., Ltd.90p).

Identical in its style and format to the book reviewed above and including the
same introduction by Brigadier Peter Young, this very reasonably priced little book
describes in the greatest detail the great battle that rocked Napoleon on his heels
during his Russian campaign of 1812. It also includes a very useful Order of Battle
of La Grande Armee and also the Russian Army. On reading it one cannot help but feel
what a wonderful conflict this would make on a huge wargames table with thousands of
figures and about ten men a side manipulating them!
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MUST LIST
Rose Miniatures (Russell Gammage M.S.I.A., 45 Sun-

dome Road, London S.E.7.) have a small but very pleasing
range of 25mm wargames models which do not receive the
attention they deserve. Their list includes 2 Infantry
figures for the American Revolution; 12 French Napoleonic
Infantry and 5 Cavalry; 7 British Napoleonic Infantry and
2 Cavalry; 3 Austrian Napoleonic Infantry; 8 American
Civil War Infantry and 4 Cavalry; 6 world Jar I British,
French and German Infantry. In addition Rose Miniatures
put out some beautiful little guns and limbers, both for
the Napoleonic period and the American Civil Jar. Per
haps a little more expensive than some others, these
models are beautiful pieces of work. Personally, I believe that the 25mm cavalry
put out by Rose Miniatures match any others in existence. For further details send
a long, self-addressed and stamped envelope to Rose Miniatures.

The Sunday Times (12 Coley Street, London J.C999YT) are selling a Norman in
vasion wallckart 75P plus 10p" postage and packing. Those who bought the Roman wallchart
(30,000 have been sold so far) will know just how valuable a source these charts can
be. Designed in colour, packed with illustrations and informative text, it illus
trates the weapons, the castles, the soldiers and numerous other details of this most
exciting period.

I am told that there is a Naval wargame SEA POJSR produced by Alnavco, Box 3
Jestfield, New Jersey 07091, U.S.A. It is said to produce a very interesting and
realistic game.

I am indebted to wargamer Neil Cogswell of Welwyn Garden City, Hertford, for
some very interesting 30mm plastic figures of Cowboys and Indians, both mounted and
on foot. I admit that Cowboys and Indians are not exciting wargames figures but when
I tell you that these are beautifully made figures, in fine action poses and coloured
besides selling for the ridiculous price of 30 cavalry figures and 20 foot figures
for 15p then maybe you will be interested! They are made in polystyrene-hard plastic
and are rather brittle but, although I do not know what you can do with the Indians,
you could certainly turn the Cowboys into very fine Confederates or Boers. I do
not know how many positions there are, those I have consist of 2 cavalry figures -
an Indian in full headress brandishing a short spear and a cowboy firing carbine over
his horses head. The infantry figures I have seen are a well positioned Indian
brave with tomahawk ana small round shield and a cowboy waving two pistols. The de
tail on these figures is excellent and there is very little flash. They are made by
a British manufacturer Zodiac Toys and they will have to be looked for in the shops
- I understand that they seem to be available in toyshops north of London and I know
of people buying them in Buckinghamshire and Hertfordshire.

Talking of availability of figures I am told by Mr. E.H.Spall, the Sales Admin
istration Manager of Airfix Hobby and Toy Sales Limited,that the explanation for some
people being able to buy the latest Airfix figures "Washington's Army" while nobody
else can find them is that some initial supplies of "Washington's Army" on a very
short run were distributed recently to certain areas but present stocks are exhausted

and it is hoped that they will become available very shortly although at the moment
British Grenadiers and Washington's Army are not in production. So that is why you
can't find them and you can stop chasing around Woolworths for a bit I

I understand that Dick Higgs of Miniature Figurines now has a very talented
assistant so that we can expect even more figures turned out from that prolific
organisation. The latest ones that I have seen are most exciting and I can highly
recommend to Ancient wargamers the war elephant. This massive, heavy piece of work,
•hen painted up, looks absolutely superb and I have been very appreciative of
iniature Figurines placing this elephant together with a lot of other painted
igures at my disposal to be photographed in black and white and in colour for my

.iext book. Jhen I look around at this amazing source of supply for wargames figures
then I wonder how we ever managed to get the hobby on the road in the first place
when not even Airfix were in production!

CONTINUED ON PAGE 14.
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ARMCHAIR GENERAL - Volume 2: No. 8. Rumoured defunct but now revived in a well laid
out style. Contains illustrated articles Flags of the American Civil .-.ar; Ancient
Naval Battle Report; Scratch Building Italian Armoured Vehicles; American devolution;
Surprise System in ./argaming; French infanty in the Mid-l3th Century; Cavalry in
World War II; plus reviews and other features.

AIRFIX MAGAZINE - June 1971. In addition to reviews on new kits, books, etc., con
tains some good illustrated articles for wargamers such as Mediaeval iJiege Artillery;
Conversions in 54mm scale; Constructing Military Transport of 1914-13; American Half-
Tracks; Modelling the Prussian 1815 Army etc.

BATTLEFLEET - Journal of the Naval Wargames Society U.K. Nos. 9 and 10. Both of
them are more or less given over completely to the Society's Jorld Jar II campaign
with Volume 10 giving rules suitable for any Jorld War II Naval .-argame together with
illustrated article on the Confederate States Ironclads of the American Civil ..'ar.

THE BULLETIN of The British Model Soldier Society - April 1971. Contains many re
views of books, figures, plates, etc., plus articles on modelling the German machine
gun team; Jaterloo figures with other items concerning the Black Prince; Collecting
in America; Model Soldiers in Japan; Making Colours; Model Soldier Museum near
Vienna and two pages of illustrations of British Cavalry swords.

THE CCURIER - Bulletin of the New England Wargamers Association - Vol. Ill: No. 3.
Contains articles on the Roster System Tactical Game; 20th Century Wargaming; Solo
Wargaming; an Ancient battle report; construction of field fortifications; American
troops in the War with Mexico 1846-43; The Ashanti Wars 1874-1901; plus reviews of
new figures, books, etc.

DISPATCH - The Magazine of The Scottish Military Collectors Society - No.55. As
always full of details of the latest figures, books, plates, records, etc., for the
military collector. Also contains articles The 91st Highlanders and Mounted Infantry
in the Zulu Jar; A Table of Rifles of 1885 and 1905; two full-page military plates
with colouring instructions plus details of French Light Infantry.

DOMESDaY BOOK 9 - The Castle and Crusade Society's Official Newsletter. New to me,
this is a lively American style magazine dealing with Ancient and Mediaeval warfare.
It contains articles on The Varangian Guard; The 3yzantine Navy; The Mongols in
Europe; The Battle of Manzikert; plus some rather esoteric Mediaeval ranks alloted
to Members.

THE GRENADIER - The Bulletin of the Cheltenham Jargames Club - April/May 1971. Six
foolscap pages packed with battle reports of games fought by this stimulating group.
This issue covers 18th Century Austrian Succession; Napoleonic and World Jar II.

INTERNATIONAL WARGAMER - Published by the American International Federation of War
gaming - March 1971. Contains a very good article on Ancient Warships and another or.
the Strategy and Tactics of Armour Miniatures plus features on boardgames and a short
history of the peoples of Atlantis. April 1971 - articles on Battle of Shiloh; Part
3 The Strategy and Tactics of Armour Miniatures; Anzio Beachhead; the Incas; features
on Diplomacy and other boardgames. May 1971 - Strategic Napoleonic Jarfare, the
Incas; Naval 'Jarfare and Jargames and details of boardgames. June 1971 - Napoleonic
Wargames Rules; Napoleonic Grand Tactics; Command Structure for a Napoleonic Wargame;
Air Jargames; Rules for American Civil War Wargaming; The Strategy and Tactics of
Armour Miniatures Part 3, plus articles on board wargaming etc.

I see I am given as a Consulting Editor to this magazine - and I knew nothing
about it!

MODEL BOATS - June 1971. Contains article with plans of U.S.S. Alabama plus the
story of the sinking of H.M.S. Captain.

NEWCASTLE WARGAMER'S BROADSHEET - May/June 1971. Among other features contains the
story of the Battle of Austerlitz fought as a wargame.

SCALE Ki,IvELS - June 1971. Among other items dealing with modelling, contain.'; an in
teresting article on constructing the new Airfix Chieftain and Panzer IV tank kits -
worth reading if you want to do the job properly.

SOLDIER MAGAZINE - May 1971- Features a whole page of humourous cartoons concerned

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10.
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& THE NOTICE BOARD *

FOR SALS: Airfix unpainted - 136 Germans (
tanks (l8p each). Painted - 3 Stugs, 3 Tigers
III (shortened barrels) (15P each). Minitanks -
Send S.A.E. for reply to Mr. D. Clark, 32 Nigel

35p); 351 Russians (90p); 3 J.W.I
3 Panthers, 8 JSIII (20p each), 4 JS
4 T.54 (I5p each) plus postage.

Road, Peckham, London S.S.15 4NR.

ooOoo

s have put a handling-charge of 25p
economically impossible for Wargamer'E
cribers sending dollar or non-
e. American Express drafts, Inter
specific amount do not need this

Recent big increases in British Bank charge
(30 cents) on EACH cheque from overseas. It is
Newsletter to absorb this charge. Overseas subs
sterling cheques must ADD 30 cents to each chequ
national Money Orders or Sterling drafts for the
additional handling-charge.

00O00

This magazine and all literature and books distributed through it are sold on
the condition and understanding that, as every possible care is taken in dispatch, no
responsibility can be taken lor non-arrival. Any items replaced will be charged for.

00O00

The Glasgow and District Wargaming Society meets on the 1st and 3rd Saturdays of
the month between 11 a.m.-10 p.m. at the Church Halls, David Street, Glasgow E.1.
Contact Secretary J.Johnston, 26 Moredun Street, Glasgow E.2.

00O00

FOR SALE: Miniature Figurines - 43 25mm E.C.W. Infantry and 5 Cavalry. All
painted. £5. A.Dalton, 11 Redwood Drive, Balladen, Rawtenstall, Lanes.

00O00

"Handbook for Model Soldier Collectors" is still available at half-price to
Newsletter subscribers - 85p (#2) including postage and packing. Also a few author-
signed and personally inscribed new copies of "All For a Shilling a Day!" at 65p
(#1.50) including postage and packing. (Originally £1.50 new).

WANTED:

00O00

20mm Crimeans. Send details to K.Beales, 112 Longclose Court, Crabtree
Farm, Bulwell, Nottingham.

00O00

The Scottish Military Collectors Society will be holding a Militaria Fair on
Saturday and Sunday 25th and 26th September 1971 from 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. each day.

The Fair is being held in the Appleton Tower, Crichton Street, Edinburgh. This
is a University building of modern design which has excellent facilities for exhibits
for members and the Trade. There is a large 'ops' room set aside for a wargame
fought on a grand scale. Enquiries should be addressed to Captain A.H.Hughes, Branch
Secretary, S.M.C.3., 7 Livingstone Place, Edinburgh 9.

00O00

Subscribers are requested to note the

00O00

Wargamer's Newsletters can be purchased monthly by sending l8p on the first day
of each month.



THE LITERATURE OF WARGAMING

Books by Jonald Featherstone - Personally inscribed and signed by the author.

"WA^GaMES" - The original text book of war^nminr,-. £1.65p. (/;*-75).

"L.V/AL ..ni: I..!-. :.,;l - Sea battles with model ships. £1.65?. (#4.75).

"AIR J.i'.iG.'.K.-.i" - Eattles with model aircraft. £l.05p. (#4.75).

"ADV.;NCED ..'ARGAK^S" - This follow-up book to "wargames" introduces a host of
new ideas and brings the hobby up-to-date. £2.40p. (#5.25).

"JARG..I-.•- C»i-.P.,ISNS" - This book caters for the experienced warramer who is
seeking larger scale campaigns, but it is not too advanced for the relative
beginner. £l.90p. (#5.00).

"KaEDSuuK FOR MO.jEL SuL.^lER COLLEGTOfiS". An essential reference book giving
details of the world's figure-makers, museums, prints, books, records,
dioramas, etc., etc. Special edition for Jargamer's i.ewsletter subscribers
- 85p. (#2.u0).

"AT THEM JlTH THE BAYONEf!" - The 1st Sikh ,'ar 1845-6. £1.65p. (#4.75).

||ALL .-'Or .'. SiilLLING A DAY" - The story of the 16th Lancers in the Sikh war
1345-6. Nearly out of arint! A few signed by the author left at 65p.
(/1.50).

"BATTLES .;iri: MODEL S^LL.I -;.'3" - A new and completely different book that
introduces the hobby and then expands the subject so that even the exper
ienced wargamer will find interest and value in its pages. Well illus
trated with drawings and photographs. (Published by David and Charles).
•;2.90p. (#7.00).

"KIL1TA :Y NOt'ELLlNG" - Is a book packed with instructions for moulding and
casting model soldiers; on making military vehicles, guns and buildings;
on soldering, gluing and painting; making dioramas and display cabinets.
There is an extensive section dealing with the conversion of Airfix and
Historex plastic figures. (Published by Kaye and Ward). £2.05p. (#5«D0).

"LiTTLE ,.ARo" - "Little .;ars" first appeared in 1913 and this is a facsi
mile reproduction of the first edition. In this book H.G.Wells brought
his considerable imagination to bear on the formulation of simple but
effective rules to rationalise the small boy's pastime of shooting down
toy soldiers with toy cannon.

"Little „ars" is the foundation stone of the present hobby of play
ing wargames. It is also a book of great charm. £l.S5p. (#3.u0).

"CLj BEITISH KOagL SlLjIE.S, 1o9v-1918" - L....Richards. An illustrated
reference Guide for Collectors. £1.65p. (#4.75).

A series of handbooks dealing with wargaming

1 Rules for Ancient Wargames(I000 B.C. to 900 A.D.) by Tony Bath.

2 Rules for Mediaeval period by Tony Bath.

3 Rules for I750 period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation in
America) by Tony Bath.

4 Rules for Napoleonic Wargames by Donald Featherstone.

5 Rules for American Civil War games by Donald Feathcrstone.

6 Rules for late 19thCentury Wargames(including Colonial Wars against Nativss)
by Donald Fcatherstonc.

7 Rules for I9I7 period wargame in German South-Wcst Africa (including rules
for early tanks, armoured cars, etc.) by Donald Featherstone.

8 Rules for I944 Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker.

20np each (50c.) or the set of 3 for E1.25 (#3.00) including postage.

"JAHGAN.-Jo T-Zm.-IN" - 55np (#1.50). Illustrated booklet describing how
to construct realistic battlefields. 'Reprinting - ready early 1971.

These publications can be obt lined by sending cash with order to
WARGAMEri'S RSWSLSTl'EH.

All dollar and non sterling cheques require n additional 30 cents
handling-charge added to them.



Lell: Suffolk. Bottom Right: Scharnhorst. Top Right: Ark Royal.
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-r Getevery
detail right

with Airfix

It'sthelittle things-like thehelicopters, operating
stern rampand Landing Craft-that really makes the model!

And that's why Airfix Construction Kits are sofantastically popular.
Every model isaccurate tothe smallest detail-a perfect

replica ofthereal thing! There are nineteen different series, each
made to a constant scale. Over300 kits, at prices

from 2/11 to 23/6.At allgoodhobbyshops and F. W. Wooiworth
and N.A.A.F.I. Askfor the catalogue.

PLANESI
Over 150 to choose
from, including
aircialt dom botti
Woild Wars, modern
lets and airliners.

ARMOURED
VEHICLES I
Tanks, trucks and
Tissues, all in
'00,'HO' sole, lor
use with Airlu
liguus.

FIGURES!
Over 3S different sets ol
'DO/HO'scale figures
-historical, military

. -4fc>-

The world's
biggest range of

construction kits

STOP PRESS
The Jumbo let takes oil
Here it is. the giant
new Boeing 747.
designed to •
carrymore ^pj
passengers than
any previous airliner'
The superb Airl
complete with

jeJ-

age-is 19" long!
Pnce2l'6

News,articles, conversions lor modelling enthusiasts
every month in AIRFIX MAGAZINE. ?.6lromyour
model shop or newsagent.


